Zenken Corporation / Zenken India LLP Campus recruitment experience

East Co., Ltd. - Software Development
All of them were excellent students with basic academic ability as programmers. I am very happy to go to India

▲ University in a welcome mood! With a
matching cap I got a backpack as a gift

✓ I felt that students had skills of 2 years experience before joining the company, so I was surprised to see
such students in second graduate / intermediate interview
When I saw the skills of the students who explained the project in the interview, I felt that it was worth convincing the
members who were opposed to hiring in India. They were all excellent people with basic academic ability as
programmers. I am very satisfied with this level because I was able to meet students who I could never meet in Japan.
What surprised me most was the words of concern and gratitude from the student side, saying, “Company came all
the way from Japan, so I will never give up easily once I get a job." . I've never heard such impressive words from new
graduate from Japan, so I was really surprised.

Sato Holdings Co., Ltd., - Firmware development for thermal printer
Excellent and motivated, with a sense of affinity with the attitude of facing social issues and great expectations
for success!

✓ We were impressed not only by the excellence and motivation but also by
the attitude toward solving social issues using IT.
✓ Not only students but also the university side is serious about job hunting!
I realized student’s desire to work in Japan
First of all, the first impression is that I was overwhelmed by the diverse people
and culture of Bangalore.
Many students studying IT in various cities, Bangalore, have voluntarily launched
projects to solve social issues, and I strongly felt the affinity with our vision.
Students realized that they were generally excellent and motivated, and that the
university side was also putting a lot of effort into job hunting, and the anxiety I
felt before traveling was quickly dispelled. I am truly grateful that I was able to
concentrate with the support of the university staff and team of Zenken. We are
looking forward to the talent we have hired this time playing an active role in our
company, and showing the same attitude to existing employees as well as
inspiring them!
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